Abstract. Today's crucial information networks are vulnerable to fastmoving attacks by Internet worms and computer viruses. These attacks have the potential to cripple the Internet and compromise the integrity of the data on the end-user machines. Without new types of protection, the Internet remains susceptible to the assault of increasingly aggressive attacks. A platform has been implemented that actively detects and blocks worms and viruses at multi-Gigabit/second rates. It uses the Field-programmable Port Extender (FPX) to scan for signatures of malicious software (malware) carried in packet payloads. Dynamically reconfigurable Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) logic tracks the state of Internet flows and searches for regular expressions and fixedstrings that appear in the content of packets. Protection is achieved by the incremental deployment of systems throughout the Internet.
Introduction
Computer virus and Internet worm attacks are pervasive, aggravating, and expensive, both in terms of lost productivity and consumption of network bandwidth. Attacks by Nimba, Code Red, Slammer, SoBig.F, and MSBlast have infected computers globally, clogged large computer networks, and degraded corporate productivity [1] . It can take weeks to months for Information Technology staff to sanitize infected computers throughout a network after an outbreak. The direct cost to recover from just the Code Red Version 2 worm was $2.6 billion.
In much the same way that a human virus spreads between people that come in contact, computer viruses and Internet worms spread when computers communicate electronically. Once a few systems are compromised, they proceed to infect other machines, which in turn quickly spread the infection throughout a network [2] . As is the case with the spread of a contagious disease like SARS, the number of infected computers will grow exponentially unless contained. Computer systems spread contagion much more quickly than humans because they can communicate nearly instantly over large geographical distances. "The Blaster worm infected over 400,000 computers in less than five days. In fact, about one in three Internet users are infected with some type of virus or worm every year. The speed at which worms and viruses can spread is astonishing. What's equally astonishing is the lethargic pace at which people deploy the patches that can prevent infection in the first place", Congressman Adam Putnam said recently when he opened a congressional hearing [3] .
Malicious software (malware) can propagate as a computer virus, an Internet worm or a hybrid that contains elements of both. Viruses spread when a computer user downloads unsafe software, opens a malicious attachment, or exchanges infected computer programs over a network. An Internet Worm spreads over the network automatically when malicious software exploits one or more vulnerabilities in an operating system, a web server, a database application, or an email exchange system. Malware can appear as a virus embedded in software that a user has downloaded. It also can take the form of a trojan that is embedded in what appears to be benign freeware. Alternatively, it can spread as content attached to an email message, as content downloadable from a website, or in files transferred over peer-to-peer systems. Modern attacks typically use multiple mechanisms to execute their attacks. Malware can spoof messages to lure users to submit personal financial information to cloaked servers. In the future, malware is likely to spread much faster and do much more damage [4] .
Weakness of End-System Protection
Today, most anti-virus solutions run in software on end systems. To ensure that an entire network is secure from known attacks, some system administrators mandate that every host within the network: (1) run only trusted Operating Systems, system tools, and application software; (2) have a full suite of virusprotection software loaded; (3) have the latest updates and patches installed for all of the programs that might run on the machine; and (4) be carefully configured to guard against running unauthorized software. Should any machine in the network be missed, the security of the overall network can be compromised.
It is difficult for companies, universities, and government agencies to maintain network-wide security. Most Internet worms and viruses go undetected until they cause harm on an end-user's computer. Placing the burden of detection on the end user is neither efficient nor trustworthy because individuals tend to ignore warnings about installing new protection software and the latest security updates. New vulnerabilities are discovered daily, but not all users take the time to download new patches the moment they are posted. It can take weeks for an IT department to eradicate old versions of vulnerable software running on end-system computers.
A recent Gartner study predicts that by the year 2005, 90 percent of cyber attacks will attempt to exploit vulnerabilities for which a patch is available or a solution known. But systems are not always patched immediately, and antivirus programs are not kept up to date. "System administrators are often times overwhelmed with simply maintaining all the systems they have responsibility for overseeing. Challenges that organizations face in maintaining their systems are significant: with an estimated 4,000 vulnerabilities being discovered each year, it is an enormous challenge for any but the best-resourced organizations to install all of the software patches that are released by the manufacturer. Not only is the sheer quantity of patches overwhelming for administrators to keep up with, but patches can be difficult to apply and also have potentially unexpected side effects on other system components that administrators must then evaluate and address. As a result, after a security patch is released, system administrators often take a long time to fix all their vulnerable computer systems. Obviously, small organizations and home users, who lack the skills of system administrators, are even less likely to be able to keep up with the flow of patches" said the congressman [3] .
A Global Threat
Due to the global expansion of high speed networks and the proliferation of a dominant, monolithic operating system, a large portion of the Internet can be easily and quickly subverted. For SoBig.F, more than 1 million computers were infected within the first 24 hours, 100 million systems within the first five days, and an excess of 200 million computers within a week. The virus accounted for 70 percent of all email traffic on August 20, 2003. Existing firewalls that examine only the packet headers do little to protect against many types of attack. Many new worms transport their malware over trusted services and cannot be detected without examining the payload. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) that scan the payload can detect malware, but do nothing to impede the attack because they only operate passively. An Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), on the other hand, can intervene and stop malware from spreading. The problem is that current IPS devices cannot keep pace with the volume of traffic that transits high-speed networks. Existing systems that implement IPS functions in software limit the bandwidth of the network and delay the end-to-end connection.
There is a need for devices which can scan data quickly, reconfigure to search for new attack patterns, and take immediate action when attacks occur. By processing the content of Internet traffic in real-time within an extensible network, data containing computer viruses or Internet worms can be detected and prevented from propagating. Inserting a few data scanning and filtering devices at a few key Network Aggregation Points (NAPs) enables Internet worms and computer viruses to be quarantined to the subnetworks where they were introduced. Such a system of intelligent gateway devices recognizes and blocks malware locally to dramatically limit the spread of the worm or virus globally. According to the director of CERT, "It is critical to maintain a long-term view and invest in research toward systems and operational techniques that yield networks capable of surviving attacks while protecting sensitive data. In doing so, it is essential to seek fundamental technological solutions and to seek proactive, preventive approaches, not just reactive, curative approaches" [5] .
A complete system has been designed and implemented that scans the full payload of packets to route, block, and track the packets in the flow, based on their content [6] . The result is an intelligent gateway that provides Internet worm and virus protection in both local and wide area networks.
Related Work
A common prerequisite for network intrusion detection and prevention systems is the ability to search for predefined signatures in network traffic flows. A virus or Internet worm can be detected by the presence of a string of bytes (for the rest of the paper, a string is synonymous with a signature) in traffic that passes through a network link. Such signatures can be loaded into the system manually by an operator or automatically by a signature detection system.
Obtaining Signatures
There are many ways to obtain malware signatures. One way to learn about a new Internet worm or computer virus is to participate in group forums that share information about new attacks. When a new virus is encountered, information about it is collected, analyzed, and reported to the group. Agencies like the CERT Coordination Center provide alerts regarding potential threats and provide information about how to avoid, minimize, or recover from the damage [7] . Incident reports on vulnerabilities are collected and distributed once they are found. This data can be used by others to avoid and recover from an attack. New methods of detecting outbreaks can streamline the recognition and analysis of new threats and shorten the time needed to obtain a new signature.
One new way that worms and computer viruses can be automatically detected is with a Honeypot or a Honeynet. Honeynets gather information by monitoring all traffic going to and from a non-production network. All captured activity is assumed to be unauthorized or malicious. Any connection initiated inbound to a Honeynet is most likely a probe, scan, or attack. Data that is captured is analyzed to gain insight into threatening activities. New tools can be discovered, attack patterns determined, and attacker motives studied by monitoring and logging all activities within the Honeynet [8] .
Unlike a Honeypot, a Honeynet is an entire network of systems that runs real applications and services. An attacker can interact with operating systems and execute tools on what appears to be a legitimate production network, but is not. It is through this extensive interaction that information on threats is obtained and analyzed. Signatures are obtained from captured traffic that is determined to be malware. These signatures, in turn, can be used to program a data scanning device to block attacks into real systems.
Another automated method for detecting new worms is based on traffic characteristics. The method tracks traffic to detect highly repetitive packet content sent from an increasing population of sources to an increasing number of destinations. The method generates content signatures for the worm without any human intervention. The method can quickly identify the signatures of new worms [9] . As with a Honeynet, these signatures can be used by the system we propose to block worms from attacking other legitimate systems.
Signature Scanning with Software, Hardware, or FPGAs
Once a signature is found, an IDP can use this signature to block traffic containing infected data from spreading throughout a network. To perform this operation on a high-speed network, the signature scanning and data blocking must operate quickly.
Software-based scanners are not capable of monitoring all traffic passing through fast network links. Due to the sequential nature of code execution, software-based systems can perform only a limited number of operations within the time period of a packet transmission. A comparison of a variety of systems running the Snort [10] rule-based NIDS sensor reveals that most general-purpose computer systems are inadequate as NIDS sensor platforms even for moderatespeed networks. The analysis shows that factors that include the microprocessor, operating system, and main memory bandwidth and latency all limit the performance achievable by a NIDS sensor platform. General-purpose computers, including the Intel Pentium-III and Pentium-4, were found to be inadequate to act as sensors even on a 100 Mbit per second network link. The best-performing system could support only a maximum of 720 header rules without losing packets. For larger numbers of rules, a significant percentage of packets are dropped, thus degrading the NIDS effectiveness in detecting security breaches [11] .
Hardware-based systems use parallelism to perform deep packet inspection with high throughput [12] . FortiNet and Intruvert, for example, use Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) to provide virus protection [13] [14] . TippingPoint also uses hardware for the line of UnityOne systems. Its Threat Suppression Engine (TSE) enables intrusion is a blend of ASICs and network processors [15] . Packeteer monitors traffic flows to perform traffic shaping without good hardware acceleration. The maximum throughput of its system is listed as 200 Mbps [16] .
FPGAs provide the flexibility and performance to scan for regular expressions within a high-speed network [17] [18] . In previous work, the Field-programmable Port Extender (FPX) platform was implemented to process Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) cells, Internet Protocol (IP) packets, and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) flows at OC48 (2.4 Gigabit/second) rates using FPGAs [19] [20] [21] [22] . Several mechanisms were developed to perform exact matching and longest prefix matching for header fields [23] [24] [25] . An automated design flow was created to scan the payload traffic for regular expressions [26] [27] . In addition, a Bloom filter was developed to enable large numbers of fixed-length strings to be scanned in hardware [28] . Web-based tools were developed to enable easy remote monitoring, control, and configuration of the hardware [29] .
3 System Architecture A complete system has been implemented that uses the FPX to protect networks from Internet worm and virus attacks. The system is comprised of three interconnected components: a Data Enabling Device (DED), a Content Matching Server (CMS), and a Regional Transaction Processor (RTP). A diagram of the DED, CMS, and RTP appears at the right side of Figure 1 . These systems work together to provide network-wide protection. At the heart of the DED is the FPX module which scans the content of Internet packets at Gigabit per second rates. DEDs can be installed incrementally at key traffic aggregation points of commercial, academic or governmental networks, as well as on the network core. The more DEDs that are deployed, the better is the granularity of protection between different subnetworks.
In order to reprogram the DEDs to search for new strings, a Content Matching Server (CMS) has been implemented. Custom circuits are compiled and synthesized on the CMS by an automated design flow. The CMS reads a table of Internet worm and virus signatures from a database, converts each into an optimized finite automata, instantiates parallel hardware to perform a data scanning function, embeds this hardware into logic that parses Internet protocol messages, synthesizes the entire circuit into logic gates, routes, places the circuit into a FPGA, and reconfigures the hardware.
The Regional Transaction Processor (RTP) is contacted by the DED when matching content is found to be passing through the network. The RTP consults the database to provide detailed information about the reason that a certain data flow was blocked. The RTP maintains information about users, agents, properties, owners, and access rights in a MySQL database. Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programs provide a network administrator with an easy-to-use, web-based interface to modify the database tables and to run the scripts that build new hardware. A single RTP can remotely coordinate the activities of up to 100 DEDs. RTPs can be co-located on the same site as the DEDs and be managed by a local site administrator, or they can be located remotely and be administered by a trusted authority.
System Operation
When a new virus appears, an administrator or an automated process adds the signature of the malware to a database table on the Content Matching Server (CMS). The CMS then synthesizes a new FPGA circuit and reconfigures the FPGA hardware on the Data Enabling Device (DED) to scan Internet traffic for the updated signatures. A targeted signature in the packet payload can appear at any position within the traffic flow. The DED uses parallel hardware circuits to scan all bytes of the traffic. Whenever matching content is found, the DED generates a message that is forward to the intended recipient of the message. The system can also actively block the malware from passing through the network.
To detect an Internet worm, the system would be programmed to look for a signature that contained a portion of the binary executable program that implements the worm. Inadvertent matches can be nearly eliminated by using long and distinct strings that are highly unlikely to appear in normal traffic content. For random data with a signature length of 16 bytes (16 * 8 = 128 bits), the odds that a signature will find a match in random traffic is only one in 2 128 = 3.4 * 10 38 . On a 1 Gigabit/second link, this corresponds to finding a match only once in (3.4 * 10 38 bytes ) * (8 bits/byte )/(1 * 10 9 bits/sec ) = 2.72 * 10 30 seconds . This is equivalent to finding a stray match just once in 2.72 * 10 30 sec /(60 sec/min * 60 min/hr * 24 hr/day * 365 day/year ) = 86 billion billion years, which is an amount of time likely to be far greater than the lifetime of the Internet.
In a typical installation, as shown at the left of Figure 1 , Data Enabling Devices (DEDs) are installed at network aggregation points. Traffic flows from end-system hosts attached to subnets are concentrated into high-speed links that are then fed into a router. The DED scans traffic which would otherwise simply be routed back to other subnets or to the Internet. So long as at least one DED is positioned along the path between any two endpoints, the virus signature will be detected. The system allows for the immediate blocking of known viruses and may be rapidly reprogrammed to recognize and block new threats. These upgrades are system-driven, and do not require that actions be taken by end users to assure protection. [12] . A diagram of the FPX is shown in Figure 2 . The FPX can process traffic on a wide variety of networks. Line cards have been developed that interface the DED to both Gigabit Ethernet and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. For Gigabit Ethernet, a GBIC is used to interface with either fiber or copper network ports. The Gigabit Ethernet line card extracts the data from MAC frames and can use VLANs to identify which traffic flows packets should be processed. For ATM networks, a Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET) line card interfaces to the physical network. Virtual paths and circuits determine which traffic flows are processed.
Protocol Wrappers
Layered Internet Protocol (IP) wrappers break out the header fields that include the protocol field, source IP address, and destination IP address. The IP wrappers also compute the checksums over the header and process the Time-to-Live field [20] . Internet headers can be processed in many ways, such as with ternary content addressable memories [23] , longest-prefix matching tries [24] , or with Bloom-based header-matching circuits [25] .
For transport protocols, including the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), the wrappers track the source and destination port of the packet. The wrappers also compute checksums over the entire packet. The TCP wrapper, implemented in FPGA logic, reconstructs the flow of transmitted data by tracking sequence numbers of consecutive packets to provide a byte-ordered data stream to the content scanning engines [30] . This means that even if a malware signature has been fragmented across multiple packets, it still can be detected and blocked. Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM) allows the state of multiple traffic flows to be tracked. By allocating 64 bytes of memory for each flow, one 512 Mbyte SDRAM can track 8 million simultaneous TCP/IP flows [22] .
Higher-level protocol processing can be implemented above the transportlayer wrappers. For web traffic, a payload processing wrapper could parse HTTP headers to perform filtering on URLs. For email traffic, the payload processing wrapper could parse SMTP headers to block traffic to or from specific email addresses. For peer-to-peer traffic, the payload processing wrapper could scan for signatures of specific content.
Signature Detection
Many types of Internet traffic can be classified only by deep content inspection [31] . Dynamically reconfigurable hardware can perform content classification functions effectively. Two types of scanning modules have been developed to search for signatures on the FPX: those that use finite automata to scan for regular expressions [26] [27] and those that use Bloom filters to scan for fixedlength strings [28] . With a Bloom filter, a single FPX card can scan for up to 10,000 different, fixed-length strings.
In order to scan packet payloads for regular expressions, a matching circuit was implemented that dynamically generates finite automata. The architecture of the payload scanner with four parallel content scanners searching for n Regular Expressions, RE:1-RE:n, is illustrated in Figure 2 . A match is detected when a sequence of incoming data causes a state machine to reach an accepting state. For example, to detect the presence of the SoBig.F Internet worm as it appears when encapsulated in a Mime64-encoded email, the expression: "!HEX(683063423739)" would be specified. In order to achieve high throughput, parallel machines are instantiated. When data arrives, a flow dispatcher sends a packet to an available buffer which then streams data though the sequence of regular expression search engines. A flow collector combines the traffic into a single outgoing stream. The result of the circuit is the identification of which regular expressions were present in each data flow.
Performance
Both the finite automata and the Bloom filter scan traffic at speeds of up to 600 Mbps. By implementing four modules in parallel, the FPX can process data at a rate of 2.4 Gigabits per second using a single Xilinx Virtex 2000E FPGA. The parallel hardware enables the FPX to maintain full-speed processing of packets. Data throughput is unaffected by the number of terms that are subject of the search. So long as the working set of signatures fits into the resources on the FPGA and the circuit synthesizes to meet the necessary timing constraints, the throughput remains constant. This is significantly different than software-based solutions, which slow down as the CPU processor becomes fully utilized.
Web-based Control Interface and Automated Design Flow
A web-based user interface allows new search strings to be entered remotely. A database tracks the list of search strings, their corresponding description, and a risk value assigned to each virus. When a single 'Build' button is pressed, the design flow is run and the new circuit is deployed on the remote DED [6] .
To rapidly generate new hardware that performs the specified searches, a fully automated design flow was developed. The design flow begins when the CMS reads a set of signatures from its database. Finite automaton are dynamically created for each regular expression then optimized to have a minimal number of states. Very-High-Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) Hardware Description Language (VHDL) code is generated to instantiate parallel automaton that scan the packets passing through the layered Internet protocol wrappers. The VHDL code is synthesized into logic using the Synplicity computer aided design tool. Input and Output (I/O) pins of the circuit are mapped to I/O pins of the RAD. This circuit is then placed and routed with Xilinx tools and a FPGA bitstream is generated. The resulting bitstream is then deployed into a remote FPX platform using the NCHARGE tools [29] .
End-System Applications
The virus protection works for many types of live Internet traffic. Network-wide protection is provided, so long as there is at least one DED in the path from the content sender to the recipient. The DED scans all packets going through the network link and recognizes those that contain a virus signature.
In the passive mode, the DED will detect a virus signature embedded within network traffic and generate a UDP/IP packet that is forwarded to the recipient's computer. An application running on that computer, in turn, is directed to query the RTP to retrieve a full-text description that alerts them to the potential danger that the content represents. This warning message is currently presented to the user via a popup window from a Java application.
In the active mode, the DED not only detects a virus signature, but also blocks the flow of traffic. When a match is found, the DED hardware sends a UDP/IP packet to the intended recipient's network address. The machine that receives that message queries the RTP server using data in that message to retrieve a full-text description that explains why the content was blocked.
An example that shows processing of email traffic is shown in Figure 3 . If at least one DED is located along the path between an email server and the intended recipient of the malware, then an infected message can be blocked before it has a chance to reach that end-system. A system protected by a DED will receive an immediate notice whenever a virus-infected message targets the machine. For example, if a DED recognizes that a malware signature is being carried within a POP3 email message, then that inbound data is blocked and a notification is forwarded to the intended recipient's host. Fig. 3 . Example that shows how malware can be blocked by a DED as it attempts to transit from an email server to an end-system Another example of processing email traffic is shown in Figure 4 . If at least one DED is located along the path between the sender and the targeted email server, then an infected message can be blocked before that message even has a chance to reach that email server. Further, the DED can generate a message that alerts the operator on the sending machine that some process on their machine attempted to transmit an infected message. The system described here is effective not only against the spread of computer viruses and worms, but also can perform many other functions. Because the system operates at Gigabit speeds and has near-zero latency, it can process live web traffic and scan data sent over peer-to-peer networks. For example, the DED can be configured to detect the unauthorized release of confidential, classified or otherwise sensitive data, and block its distribution. Corporations could scan for proprietary documents passing through a network, and block them before they leave a secure network; and healthcare providers could assure compliance with privacy regulations such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. The flexibility of the system to be quickly and remotely reconfigured enables it to meet new needs and perform new tasks. Additional modules can be loaded into the FPX to encrypt and decrypt data, filter packets, and schedule transmission of data over a link to preserve Quality of Service [23] .
Conclusions
An extensible networking system has been developed that not only blocks the spread of Internet worms and computer viruses, but also can be used to support a wide range of active networking applications. This system uses programmable logic devices to scan Internet traffic for malware at high speeds. Malware is identified by signatures that may consist of either fixed strings or regular expressions. Through the use of layered protocol wrappers, application-level Internet traffic flows can be tracked, with targeted data acted upon before it has an opportunity to damage networks. An automated design flow allows new FPGA circuits to be rapidly deployed to protect the network against new attacks.
